New Relic ONE
A Simple, Powerful Platform for Observability

Why New Relic?

- All your telemetry data in one place
- Visualize and troubleshoot your entire stack in one unified experience
- Detect and resolve issues faster with applied intelligence
- Built-in dashboards for each service
- Dynamic alerting that scales with your infrastructure
- Manage multiple AWS accounts in one interface
- Track the cost and consumption of your AWS services

Product overview

When application, infrastructure, and end-user performance data is scattered across disconnected monitoring tools, troubleshooting can be complex and time-consuming. New Relic One is a massively scalable observability platform that collects and contextualizes all operational data—from any source—and simplifies instrumentation, data ingestion, exploration, correlation, and machine learning-powered analysis to support observability for any organization.

Product features

Telemetry Data Platform
Ingest, visualize, and alert on all of your telemetry data in one place
- Integrations with 300+ agents and standards like Open Telemetry, so you can ingest and store all your operational data in one place
- Lightning-fast query and response times
- Real-time alerts on your data
- APIs and tools for creating custom applications hosted on New Relic One

Full-Stack Observability
Analyze and troubleshoot problems easily across your entire software stack
- APM, Infrastructure, Logs in Context, Distributed Tracing, Serverless, Browser, Mobile, and Synthetics—together in one package
- Contextual insight into your distributed services, applications, and serverless functions, no matter how or where you developed them
- Deep visibility into infrastructure hosts, containers, cloud resources, and Kubernetes clusters

Applied Intelligence
Automatically detect anomalies, correlate issues, and reduce alert noise
- Proactive detection that finds anomalies before they become incidents
- Incident intelligence that reduces alert fatigue and prioritizes issues
- Configurations with tools like Slack and PagerDuty for faster diagnosis and response times
How it works

New Relic combines configuration monitoring and real-time health metrics with a dynamic, tag-driven approach to dashboards and alerting to give ops teams an unparalleled view of their dynamic AWS infrastructure. New Relic is also integrated with AWS Outposts deployments and has achieved the AWS Outposts Ready designation, part of the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Service Ready Program.

New Relic – Full Visibility for Smart Action

Solution available in **AWS Marketplace**